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AJITA TANDON
Ajita Tandon is an advocate currently in Delhi looking after dispute resolution
involving litigation and regulatory matters.

DEBASIS PODDAR
Debasis Poddar is an Associate Professor and Assistant Dean (Research), School
of Law, University of Petroleum and Energy Studies, Dehradun. His areas of
interest include, yet are not limited to, interdisciplinary domains in public law.
With exposure in law practice, followed by decade-odd teaching experience, he
has had eighty-odd pieces of publication to his credit. Alumnus student and
researcher ofNLSIU Bangalore, before joining UPES Dehradun, he has served
premier institutions including NLU Jodhpur and NUS RL Ranchi .

GAlUS EMAMUZOU OKWEZUZU
Gaius Emamuzou Okwezuzu, B.A., LL.B., M.A. , MLD, LL.M., Ph.D (Law),
B.L., is a distinguished scholar and researcher. He is an Associate Professor
and Acting Head of the Department of Public and International Law, Ajayi
Crowther University, O yo, in Nigeria. He has about 20 years of university
teaching and research experience. He has to his credit several articles published
in learned journals, both national and international.

GUNJAN CHAWLA ARORA
Gunjan Chawla Arora is an Assistant Professor of Law, at United World School
of Law, Karnavati University. She has a teaching experience of about 3 years now
and acquired research and learning in varied subjects of law including Torts,
Contract and E-commerce laws, Public International Law, [PR in International
Trade Laws, Patent Laws, Law of Crimes, etc. She was previously associated with
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National Law University Jodhpur as Teaching Assistant and G ujarat National
Law University as a Research Associate (Microsoft IPR C air).
She has published articles on subjects including copyrights, patents, and climate
change. Presently, she is associated with the following Committees at Karnavati
University: The Moot Court Committee, Legal Research Committee and
Committee against Sexual H arassment of Women .

PARUN
P Arun is Research scholar in Department of Political SCIence, University of
H yderabad. H is primary areas of research interest are privacy and surveillance.
His research examines politics over personal data, privacy and surveillance. As
ro how technology-led surveillance strategies are used as a response ro prevent
corruption, crime and terrorism, and assesses the implications of the law,
privacy, and social control.

SAMREEN HUSSAIN
Samreen Hussain is an Assistant professor in Dr Ram Manohar Lohiya National
law University, Lucknow. Her special interest in the intersection of gender in
cultural issues is reRected in her doctoral work on the property rights of women
in India in reference to different personal law prevailing. She is particularly
drawn toward the position of women in different personal law which is resulting
in culture of son - preference in India. H er area of interest lies in the field of
Family Law, Human Rights Law and Law and Social Transformation.
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